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“Are you home? Ill be coming back, as there’s something I have to discuss with you.” 
I am. 11 wait for you.’ Erica replied gently. 
With the video and contract in hand, Alex left to meet Erica. Currently, the Tillman 
Residence looked deserted. In the past, Mrs. Garner would open the door for him 
whenever he came home, Now, he had to enter the password himself to open the door. 
Upon entering the house, Alex found Erica, who was waiting for his arrival, sitting on the 
sofa. Erica was speculating that Alex wanted to discuss the future of the company with 
her. 
Where’s Mrs. Garner:” Alex asked curiously. 
“She quit and went back home since I don’t need a servant when I’m by myself,” Erica 
explained. Since yesterday afternoon, she had been watching the news to see if there 
were any reports of dead bodies found in the sea, but not once did the image of Mrs. 
Garner appear on the news. This made her think that Mrs. Garner might have 
disappeared from the face of the earth forever, or perhaps Mrs. Garner had already 
been chewed to bits by the sharks. Regardless, Mrs. Garner no longer existed in this 
world. 

‘Erica, were you afraid of being by yourself last night?” Alex asked as soon as he sat 
down. 
‘I was fine. I wasn’t that afraid when I thought of you.” Erica looked at Alex flirtatiously, 
After Alex looked at the woman as though he was watching a theater play, he took out 
his iPad and played a certain video. Immediately after, the room was filled with what 
Erica had said the night before: “If you try to refuse me again, I will fire you first thing the 
next morning.” 
21 
Frightened, Erica blanched at once and tried to grab the iPad from his hand like a 
madman while shamelessly glaring at him. “Why… Why do you have this?” 
Alex closed the video before he sneered, “You still have the nerve to ask me? When 
you were the one who had slept with one of my employees? Erica Tillman, are you 
playing some sort of sick game of infidelity with me?” 
“What do you want?” Red with anger, Erica gritted her teeth, as she felt she had fallen 
into a trap. 
Alex said nothing further as he threw a contract right in front of Erica. “Sign it!” 
“What is this?” Erica took the contract, all the while glaring at Alex. 
“It’s good news; I’ll be returning all of my shares in Tillman Constructions to you. From 
now on, you will be holding 70 percent of the company’s shares, as I’ll be quitting that 
wretch of a company.“ A look of disgust appeared on his face. “The company was still 
profitable back when your father was still around, but now, it’s losing millions every day. 
I’m not going to accompany you to saddle these debts.” 



“You… Alex, I don’t get how the company operates. I know it’s my fault. Please, don’t 
go through 
with the divorce; don’t leave me, okay?” Erica became anxious all of a sudden. Should 
the : company continue to lose money like this, bankruptcy would be unavoidable. The 
shares she 
held in the company would amount to nothing in the end. 
“Do you think I’ll still want to be with you? I can’t even stand the sight of a dirty woman 
like you! Now, if you don’t want this video to be uploaded online for the world to see, 
sign it!” 
Erica broke down. Gritting her teeth, she trembled all over. “I’m not signing this. You 
were the one who caused the company to be in this state. Why should I be the one to 
bear these debts alone?” 
“If you want to point fingers, point them at Anastasia, as this was all her doing and has 
nothing to do with me.” Alex refused to admit that his capabilities were not up to par. 
Nevertheless, he wished to have nothing to do with Tillman Constructions anymore 
since he had already gotten a sum of money from the company. 
“Sign it.” Alex threatened once more by bringing attention to the iPad in his hand. 
“Otherwise, I’ll upload this online. The whole world will see just how shameful you are 
then.” 
“No!” Erica was on the verge of going crazy, as she knew that her life would be ruined 
the minute that video was uploaded online. She would never be able to hold her head 
up high ever again. 
Caved to Alex’s threats, Erica could only pick up the pen and sign on the dotted line 
before stamping her fingerprint next to her signature. 
After Erica finished signing the documents, Alex took one copy before he said coldly, 
“Erica Tillman, don’t bother me from now on. Your father’s affairs have nothing to do 
with me. I shouldn’t need to remind you that I can easily upload this video anytime I 
want if you named me as a participant in the revision of the will.”  
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With her heart wretched, Erica glared at Alex’s in different expression and noticed just 
how intense the feeling of hatred could be, so much so that she wanted to end his life 
right at this very spot. 
Smugly, Alex raised the iPad in his hand. “Don’t upset me. I’ll see you tomorrow at the 



county clerk’s office to end this marriage.” 
Looking at the man’s shadow gradually vanishing from sight, Erica covered her face and 
bawled her eyes out, as she hadn’t the slightest idea of what to do now. The pressure of 
having the loss making Tillman Constructions in her hands was just like having a 
mountain coming down on her. She never knew just how miserable it would be to hold 
the shares of this company. If the company went bankrupt, she would never be able to 
pay off the astronomical debts even if she had several lifetimes. 
However, amid her despair, Erica thought of someone who could get her out of this 
mess Anastasia. Right now, only Anastasia was capable enough to salvage Tillman 
Constructions from the brink of bankruptcy. Hence, she left her house with her bag in 
hand and went straight to the hospital. 
In the hospital, Anastasia had just left the specialist’s office in a good mood, as her 
father’s recovery was above her expectations. Furthermore, the doctor had assured her 
that it was only a matter of time before her father would regain consciousness now. She 
was relieved after hearing the doctor’s diagnosis, as her father’s illness had been a 
great source of distress for her all this while. 
“Miss… wait! You have to check in!” one of the nurses at the nurses station shouted. 

As Erica had coincidentally bumped into Anastasia, she rushed over to Anastasia 
without caring to register herself for a visit. “Anastasia, you have to help me!” 
“What is it?” Anastasia replied indifferently. 
“You have to save Dad’s company! Alex wants to divorce me. He doesn’t care about the 
company anymore. Right now, the company is losing millions as days go by. Please, 
you have to save the company. I don’t want to see it go bankrupt.” Erica’s eyes grew 
red from anxiety, 
However, Anastasia sneered, “What you want is to not be saddled with debts.” 
Taken aback, Erica bit her lip and said, “Do you really have the heart to watch as our 
dad’s company goes bankrupt?” 
“I’ve been counting the days for the company to go bankrupt so that those insatiable 
hyenas can have a taste of being in huge debt,” said Anastasia while glaring at Erica. 
Erica didn’t have the guts to look Anastasia in the eyes. “Then, what would it take for 
you to save the company?” 
“Make me the sole shareholder by transferring all of your shares to me. Only then will I 
consider your request.” Anastasia put forward her condition. 
What?” Erica’s face grew white with anger. “You want all of my shares in the company? 
Anastasia Tillman, don’t you think you’re being too greedy? The most I can give up is 20 
percent.” 
“Then you can stop begging me and forget about it. By my estimation, the company 
would probably last for another three months before the bank comes in to liquidate the 
assets. With the number of shares you hold, you are sure to be millions in debt. You can 
spend the rest of your life paying off the debt then,” Anastasia sneered. 
Erica’s eyes lit with horror upon Anastasia’s words. 
“I’ll give you five minutes to think about this. I’ll be waiting in the conference room for 
your decision.” Saying that, Anastasia left for the conference room. 
Erica sat on a nearby chair, looking extremely pale and haggard, as the company was 
now a liability that she absolutely needed to wash her hands off. However, she couldn’t 



get over the fact of Anastasia demanding her to give up all of her shares in the 
company. After seconds passed, she gulped and closed her eyes before she left for the 
conference room with her fists clenched and the intention to compromise. 
Anastasia was reading the news on her phone when Erica took a seat opposite her. “I 
can give up all of my shares to you, but you have to promise me that you’ll pay me 50 
million when the company starts making a profit again.” Erica was still unwilling to give 
up. 
“With how hard the company is struggling financially right now, you still want to be paid 
off?” Anastasia did not agree to Erica’s demand. 
“10 million.” Erica negotiated. 
“Forget it.” 
“Anastasia Tillman, I am also a daughter of Francis Tillman. I’ll be giving up all my 
shares to you, yet you won’t even give me 10 million?” Erica said angrily. 
“Five million in five installments, but only if the company starts making a profit.” 
Anastasia countered Erica’s offer.  
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After tolerating Anastasia time after time, Erica thought her hatred of Anastasia only 
grew deeper, as she felt it was Anastasia who had forced her into this situation. 
However, she was left with no other choice but to give up the company to Anastasia. 
“Fine! I’ll give up all of my shares to you for five million.” Erica caved to Anastasia’s 
offer, but quickly added one more demand of her own. “Release my mother as well.” 
“You can give up on those thoughts. She needs to pay for what she did.” Anastasia 
refused to budge. 
Tears of anger welled in Erica’s eyes. “She’s my mother.” 
“You reap what you sow. With how much karma she has accumulated, she needs to 
pay the price of her actions,” Anastasia replied indifferently. 
At Anastasia’s words, Erica felt her heart jerked sharply, her hands trembling slightly, as 
the thought of Mrs. Garner surfaced in her mind. No, I’ve done nothing wrong. She tried 
to calm herself by convincing herself that there would be no retribution waiting for her 
down the line. “Fine. I’ll go to the company with you right now to sign the contract.” She 
did not want to have anything to do with Tillman Constructions a second longer. 



“Good.” Anastasia smiled with relief in her eyes. Ultimately, she did not wish for her 
father’s company to go bankrupt, as it was her father’s life’s work. 
Anastasia drove herself to Tillman Constructions with a black SUV following behind her. 
Inside the black SUV were the bodyguards Elliot had assigned for her protection. 
Inside Francis’ office, Erica eagerly took out the contract for her shares and the equity 
transfer contract. After she finished signing, Anastasia also signed the transfer contract 
and stamped it with her fingerprint. Looking at the signed contract, Erica felt slightly 
reluctant but relieved at the same time, as she no longer needed to worry about falling 
into debt. “Anastasia, what are you going to do now?” Erica asked deliberately out of 
curiosity about how her sister was going to reverse the company’s situation. 
Naturally, Anastasia did not have the capability to do so. However, as luck would have 
it, she had someone backing her, someone amazing. “I have my ways regarding that. 
You can leave now,” Anastasia said. 
Erica herself did not wish to stay in the company any longer as well. Before she left the 
company, she dropped by the finance department but could not find Oscar there. 
Regardless, even if she did meet Oscar here, all she could do was swallow her pain 
alone. 
After Anastasia watched Erica’s car leaving the company from the French window, she 
dialed Elliot’s number. 
“Have you gone to Tillman Constructions?” Elliot asked. 
“Yeah, Erica has given up all of her shares to me.” 
“They couldn’t even handle this much?” Elliot asked rhetorically before he continued, 
“Wait for me. I’ll come over right now.” This sentence of his was filled with an 
indescribable strength that 
warmed Anastasia’s heart. With Elliot around, she wouldn’t need to worry about the 
company’s future at all. 
Thirty minutes later, two armored SUVs opened up the way to the front entrance of 
Tillman Constructions. The domineering black Rolls-Royce Phantom was the first in line 
with seven to eighi luxury cars following behind. Just like this, the company’s car park 
was filled to the brim. The employees were shocked as they watched all these vehicles 
from the various windows of the building. All of them started speculating just what kind 
of big shot had come and whether these people were the company’s salvation. 
One of the bodyguards opened the door of the black car to reveal Elliot getting out of 
the car. He was dressed to the pines, as he gave off a powerful presence with his black 
formal wear. As though following his lead, a group of people also came down from the 
luxury cars. They all gave a look of respect toward Ellion before following him into 
Tillman Constructions. It was a majestic sight to behold the group of them march with 
gusto behind Elliot. 
Anastasia knew Elliot arrived but did not know he had brought along so many guests. 
Just then, Elliot entered her office. Puzzled, she looked at him. “Who are those people?” 
“They’re all your father’s former clients. They came to have a meeting with you.” 
Anastasia blinked dumbfoundedly before feeling the warmth in her heart gradually 
coming to the surface. Looks like he’s already planning to resume the company’s 
projects. 
Then, Elliot took her hand in his. “Let’s go and listen to what they have to say.” 
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“They’re my dad’s clients. Shouldn’t I be treating them well?” Anastasia was unsure of 
what she should do. 
“There’s no need for that since all of them are more than happy to continue working with 
your father’s company.” Elliot curled his lips into a smile. 
Anastasia clearly sensed the arrogance in his tone. After all, this man was the reason 
these people were here to seek a collaboration with Tillman Constructions. 
Currently, the conference room was filled to the brim with all these people. As Anastasia 
sat in the foremost seat with Elliot by her side, each of the participants came up to her 
and introduced themselves briefly before they proceeded to discuss with the employees 
regarding their respective projects, such as the supply of materials and conditions for 
working together in the future. 
Without lifting a finger, Anastasia watched the company come back to life. It was all 
thanks to Elliot that the company that was on the brink of bankruptcy was so full of 
vitality right now. 
“Miss Tillman, are you satisfied with my pricing? You’d be pleased to know this is the 
highest price we’ve ever offered to any company.” 
Since the man had already said this much, Anastasia nodded with a faint smile. “I am 
very satisfied.” 

“Miss Tillman, I still have several properties under construction. I’ll be using your 
company for the building materials.” 
“Miss Tillman, we will keep a close eye on supplying Tillman Constructions. As long as 
your company is in urgent need of raw materials, we will be the first to send them.” 
Anastasia was all smiles as she listened to all these prominent figures. The managers 
of Tillman Constructions were no exception, as their smiles were even wider than that of 
Anastasia’s. They knew the company was not only saved but would continue to grow 
even bigger from now on. 
“I’ll leave the rest to you all.” Elliot had been patient in listening to all of them before he 
stood up and took Anastasia’s hand. “Let’s go take a break.” 
Anastasia was speechless at what Elliot suggested, as she felt it was inappropriate for 
her to take a break when the company was having such an important meeting. Yet, the 
man continued to drag her out of the conference room without an explanation. “I am the 
president here, so I should be staying with them inside,” she said begrudgingly. 



“We can’t waste time here, as we still have a lot to do,” Elliot replied. 
When Anastasia saw they were heading to the finance department, she immediately 
realized it was time to recover the money Alex had embezzled from the company. 
Although there were still Alex’s men in the department, each and every one of them 
wore a stern expression at the moment and dared not even take a deep breath. “Miss 
Tillman, do you have business with us?” 
“Alex had made a transfer of 30 million. I want to see the records of that transfer.” 
One of the men’s eyes lit up; that man was Alex’s only accomplice here. Alex would not 
let everyone know about the transfer with a sum that huge. Thus, he was the sole 
accomplice, 
“You there, come here.” For someone as astute as Elliot, he managed to identify the 
accomplice with just one look. 
“President Presgrave… Can I help you?” 
“If you sort out all the evidence of Alex’s embezzlement, I will spare you for your 
wrongdoings,” Elliot said, his tone cold and hostile. 
The employee in question immediately had his face grow white in fear. “President 
Hunter did indeed ask me to make a false account, but that money… that money is 
already in an overseas account and is completely untraceable. It’s impossible to get that 
money back.” 
“I just need you to get the evidence ready.” Saying that, Elliot patted Anastasia on her 
shoulder. “I’ll go make a phone call.” He then left after Anastasia nodded in 
acknowledgment… 
After Elliot left, Alex’s accomplice immediately came over to Anastasia with his fear 
clear as day. “Miss Tillman, I’m sorry. President Hunter forced me to do this. I had to do 
it for my family…” 
“How much did you take?” Anastasia did not believe the man in front of her was 
innocent. 
“I… only took a million…” The man hung his head sheepishly. “I’ll return the money to 
the company and sort out the evidence at once. So, Miss Tillman, please spare me. 
Don’t send me to 
jail.” 
“That will depend on whether your atonement is good enough. Should you still have 
something you’re not telling us, I guarantee you will be going down with Alex,” said 
Anastasia resoundingly with her eyes clear and cold. 
1 
W 
Overwhelmed with fear and awe, the employee hurriedly said, “Miss Tillman, I am also a 
coward by nature, which is why I’ve recorded the conversation between me and 
President Hunter. I’ll send the recording to you along with the evidence of his 
embezzlement.” 
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“Good As Anastasia said that, she looked at everyone in the room and announced, “I’ll 
hunt vou down if any of you informs Alex behind my back.” 
Instantly, everyone became tense. They could already guess how Alex would end up, 
so nobody dared to be on his side at this time. 
“Don’t worry, Miss Tillman. None of us will inform President Hunter,” said one of the 
older employees. 
Anastasia nodded after hearing his answer. 
At this moment, Elliot strode into the room and told her with his eyes that he had gotten 
back the money that Alex had embezzled. 
With the connections that he had, getting the money back was as easy as ABC. Now, 
Anastasia should also begin to prepare for Alex’s arrest. 
“The lawyers that I hired for you are on their way here now. They’ll get ready with the 
procedures.” Elliot had already handled everything for her as he wanted Alex to be 
thrown behind bars more than she did. 
Most importantly, each and every one of his lawyers were experts, so they would 
definitely have Alex in prison for the rest of his life. 

A grateful Anastasia hugged Elliot around his waist. “Thank you. I really don’t know how 
to return your favor.” 
He kissed her on her hair before saying, “That’s what I’m here for.” 
In fact, the reason why he did all these was not only because of her, but he was also 
repaying the Tillmans for being the reason for her mother’s death. 
At this moment, Anastasia decided in her heart that she would always be by his side for 
the rest of her life, no matter what happened. 
On the other hand, Alex was having an intimate moment with Hayley in the apartment. 
With this money, he could bring her abroad and enjoy themselves there in no time. 
Although she was not really into traveling abroad, she wouldn’t let this chance slip when 
he had this large amount of money in hand. “You’re really impressive, Alex! Now, Erica 
will definitely go down with Tillman Constructions!” she said with a smile tugged on her 
lips. 
“She’s really an idiot. I don’t think she can accomplish anything in her life.” Alex greatly 
despised anyone like Erica. Meanwhile, Hayley was so proud that she could enjoy 
herself with Anastasia’s father’s money without her knowing! 
“Let’s start our vacation at the beach first and enjoy our life to the fullest,” he told her 
while hugging her. 
“Okay, whatever you say. My job is only to have good food, have fun, and make you 
happy.” she 
declared happily. 
By the way, do you know Erica’s sister, Anastasia?” Alex asked her as he was always 



curious about this. 
“Anastasia?” Hayley pretended to recall. “I met her a few times a long time ago. Why?” 
He started to look at her face closely as though he was trying to find another woman 
through her. “You truly look like her.” 
Hearing that, she felt bitter on the inside. Why does every man that has met Anastasia 
get obsessed with her? Elliot is obsessed with her, and so is Alex! Why am I always her 
substitute? 
“Don’t tell me that you like me because I look like her.” She pretended to be jealous and 
turned. her head to the side. 
“What? No. I don’t give a damn about her. She’s already another man’s toy.” 
“Whose toy?” A surprised Hayley thought, Is there anything else that I don’t know about 
her? 
While grinding his teeth in anger, Alex replied, “Elliot Presgrave.” 
“Elliot Presgrave? Isn’t he the president of the Presgrave Group?” She knowingly wore 
a puzzled face. 
Then, a contemptuous Alex grunted, “Other than all the dirty money that he has, he’s 
actually nothing!” 
Looking at his furious face, Hayley mocked him in her mind. Is he honestly saying that 
when he’s the one who is ‘nothing’? In her heart, no matter how many Alex’s there 
were, they couldn’t compete with one Elliot. 
However, she still needed to look at him with her face full of affection. “I don’t care who 
Elliot is. I just know that I love you, and don’t you dare say I look like anyone again. I 
don’t like that.” 
“Okay, okay. I won’t.” He embraced her in his arms, but deep down, he always treated 
Hayley as Anastasia’s substitute because she really looked like Anastasia most of the 
time. 
Meanwhile, at Tillman Constructions…  
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